TESTIMONIALS FROM YOUR LOCAL AWARD WINNING
BUILDING COMPANY

We are pleased to present a number of testimonials from customers of Bickford
Building Services Solihull Limited. If you would like to talk to any of them contact
Paul and he will arrange a call or face to face meeting for you.
Here’s what our customers say about us.
“Bickford Building services have just transformed one of our garages from what was
a "tip" into a great office and downstairs loo. It has made a huge difference, having
opened up our hall and liberated a bedroom. The men from Bickford were
delightful, neat and tidy and obviously very good at their jobs. It was a pleasure
having them in the house. I would happily recommend them to anyone”.
Sally Rowe, Solihull
“Bickfords recently completed an internal renovation for us and we are really
delighted with the outcome. Other than their craftsmanship and their skills which
are a given, what was really important to us was the regular communication. I
always felt very involved and understood the need for various steps to be
completed prior to the end result. We have experience in large building projects
and knowing this and what goes on in a typical project we are really happy to
recommend Bickfords”
Liza Wilson, Lapworth
Refurbishment of a listed cottage
"We had never been involved in such a large
project before and the whole team's professional
but friendly and flexible approach made the
experience as stress free as possible. They were
always extremely organised which really helped to
keep to deadlines and budgets. The site was very
well managed and secure at all times. They had no
problem working with the other professionals
engaged on the project, it was very much a team
approach and the focus was always on achieving
the end goal for the project. Nothing was too much trouble. We were heavily
involved throughout the process and really appreciate the experience and
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craftsmanship that the team brought to our project. We are very pleased and proud
of the end result and cannot recommend the Bickfords team highly enough."
Nicky, Lapworth
Two storey extension to a listed building in a conservation area
"Bickford's did an excellent job for us throughout. The site was well set up and
managed. Demolition and excavation work was carefully supervised to create
minimal disruption to us and neighbours. Attention to detail and craftsmanship
were important to us and we were extremely pleased with the quality of
workmanship in all areas. Indeed Bickfords went out of their way to ensure that we
got exactly what we wanted, sitting through lengthy meetings and consulting us at
every stage of the project. We are delighted with the end result which was in fact
shortlisted for a RIBA award, and would recommend Bickford Building Services”.
Beverley, Worcester (more details available upon request)
“Bickford Building Services built a large extension for us, which involved knocking
down most of the back of the house and rebuilding it. We are absolutely delighted
with the result. All the work was done on time and to a very high standard. We felt
total confidence in Pete and his team and would not hesitate to recommend them”.
Mr & Mrs Currie, Solihull
“Had a large 2nd floor extension, new roof, several walls removed, new boiler and a
lot of plastering, plumbing and tiling work carried out on our house last year.
Paul, Pete, Keith and the rest of the team all worked to the highest standard, if we
required any small changes they were done without any complaint, the job was
completed on time and on budget. I have since recommended Bickford Building
Services to several of our friends”.
B Damms, Hampton Lane Solihull
“We recently had Bickford Building Service's carry out an extension, as well as
a major refurbishment to our home. After looking at some of their previous jobs in
and around Solihull, we were left very impressed, as they also came highly
recommended from many of their other clients.
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We decided to go ahead and were more than happy for them to undertake our
building project. They did not disappoint us; they remained very professional from
start to finish, always keeping us well informed and providing us with honest sound
advice at every stage, as well as paying great care and attention to detail, whilst
always being respectful of our wishes. They clearly take exceptional pride in their
work
We would like to take this opportunity once again to thank Paul Olds (project
manager) and all his hard working team; it is so refreshing to find a company in
this day and age that delivers such an excellent level of service.
We would have no hesitation in recommending Bickford’s to anyone looking for
a 1st class finish provided by a quality firm”.
Mr and Mrs Clinton, Dorridge
“Bickford Building Services (BBS) have recently completed a rear extension at our
new house- including a brand new kitchen, utility, seating area and down stairs
toilet. They came highly recommended by a friend, after they had built her house
from scratch. At first we were not sure if our project would be of interest, given that
it was of a smaller scale. However, they were both enthusiastic and professional
from day 1. We have never had anything like this done before and as such we were
understandably a bit nervous about the project. However, the knowledge and
expertise displayed by BBS, meant that the stress was completely removed for us.
They made sure we were kept fully up to date at all times and met both our budget
and the agreed time frames. They have now turned what was an already lovely
house, into our dream home! We are so, so impressed with both their service and
the end product, and have no hesitation in recommending them to anyone! Thanks
BBS”!
Natalie Smith MSc MRICS
“I have just had my single storey rear extension with fitted kitchen and under-floor
heating completed by Bickford Builders. What a complete success! From the outset,
Paul Olds managed the project and offered sound advice pre-build and throughout
construction. The site was left clean daily and Bickford's liaised with neighbours in a
professional and reassuring manner. The quality of build, attention to detail and
timeliness was excellent. The cost was very competitive. I would strongly
recommend Bickford Builders”.
Keith Beasley
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“Our partnership with Bickford Building Services started over ten years ago.
We had just moved to Solihull and had bought an Edwardian property that we
wanted to be our “house for life”. We bought our “dream house” in 2001 along with
a full survey that was as thick as it was horrific. Being new to the area, we asked
several friends who recommended a local architect who in turn appointed three
builders to survey and quote on our property.
Bickford Building Services were among those three, not the cheapest quote but I
was impressed by Mr Old’s sympathy to the building, the brick match, the advice
and tiny detail that had never occurred to me. He recommended that we viewed
projects that he had recently completed in the area which were similar to our
project and every client provided not only a glowing reference but also evidence of
their work. So, with two (very) small children in hand, we employed them to extend
our kitchen. Every courtesy was paid to our day to day living and the build flowed
exactly to schedule and with very little disruption.
Our second project was to remove a garage (complete with asbestos) that was
situated in our back garden and replace with a functional home office. This office
fits with the character of the house and was built within the time span required.
So our final project on the main house was completed in March 2013. Our house
has grown with our family and now features two elegant and functional bathrooms.
The whole house has been redecorated, virtually re-wired and re-carpeted. Looking
back on the house we bought in 2001 it has been a long but considered journey
and one that would not have been made so seamlessly without Bickford Building
Services. If you are considering any changes to your property I would highly
recommend that you consider their services. Our experiences have only been
excellent and I think it is rare that you find a team of workman that are so
dedicated to delivering such high customer satisfaction”.
Mr and Mrs Bonnor, Solihull
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"Bickford Builders have been a breath of fresh
air - honest, reliable, professional and
courteous throughout we are really grateful for
the transformation created for the whole family
to enjoy. The support, workmanship and
dedication of the whole team have been
outstanding.
We cannot recommend Peter, Paul, Mark and
their team highly enough."
Mr & Mrs Dowling and family, Solihull.

